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To the NeoTrader Family,

Today I am gathering my thoughts to pen down what is the maiden NeoTrader 
newsletter.

What an amazing journey it has been with all of you. Since they day we started 
till today we have built a community of 4600+ users of our Software and all of 
this has been possible only because blessing of our users and valuable clients.

What we will try to achieve with this newsletter is highlight the various 
features of the software and showcase various methods thru which users can 
maximize their returns in the market at the same time also share some new 
updates, feature additions and important announcements. 



Strategy Spotlight – BTST
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Inside of the NeoTraders intraday trades page, we have made a provision for our users to get 
BTST/STBT trades. 

What does this mean? – it’s simple – 

BTST - Buy Today Sell Tomorrow (LONG)

STBT - Sell Today Buy Tomorrow (SHORT)

We have designed a strategy that reads the price action of the stock and picks out the best can-
didate to trade and carry overnight for the next day. 

It’s simple all you need to do is at 3PM you can visit the intraday trades page and this strategy will 
give you overnight trades i.e those trades that can be taken at 3PM and carried forward for the 
next day. 

So it is an excellent way for playing the overnight moves, GAP UP/GAP DOWN explosions that 
happen in a stock 

Check out the below image on NeoTrader find this type of Trade.

Why should you pay attention to this? 
▶ High Success Ratio
▶ It comes at a fixed time (3PM) – so no problems of missing entry price.
▶ No need to worry about monitoring the trade thru the day or tracking markets
▶ Just requires 5 mins of work in a day to track and execute it



Strategy Performance
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Profits have been pouring in with this particular strategy which has maintained a HIT Ratio 
upwards of 65% all thru. 

Check it out – Impressive Success Ratio! 

It Not only has that, but has also proved Profitability. Check out these more detailed stats.

This strategy inside neotrader is designed in a way to always deliver you a bigger winner (2.5%) 
and when we lose, we lose small (-1.5%) – so in a way its managing your risk efficiently. 

Also, the HIT Ratio is pretty high – so you have a case where majority of the trades are actually 
winning – and WINNING BIG and only a few trades are losing small.

I urge all our NeoTrader users to take advantage of this highly effective easy to use strategy so 
that all can benefit and profit. 

  Aug-21 Jul-21 Jun-21 May-21 Apr-21 Mar-21 Feb-21

Total Number of Signals 56 47 53 38 42 48 44

Winning Trades 36 28 35 20 28 34 29

Losing Trades 20 19 18 18 14 14 15

Max Gains 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50%

Max Loss -1.50% -1.50% -1.50% -1.50% -1.50% -1.50% -1.50%

Average Gains 1.39% 1.59% 1.56% 1.63% 1.48% 1.51% 1.80%

Average Loss -1.19% -1.10% -1.20% -1.09% -1.46% -1.15% -1.40%

Hit Ratio 64.29% 59.57% 66.04% 52.63% 66.67% 70.83% 65.91%

Risk Reward 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67



Feature Spotlight
One-Click Trading Button
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Whats New in NeoTrader

The one-click trade button in NeoTrader allows you to execute the trade as soon as you see it 
flash on the Intraday page in the cash as well as futures segment. As on today we have linked 
our software with Alice blue and Zerodha for one click trading facility and will soon be adding 
more brokers to the roost.

The Learn section
We have made all your favorite webinars that you love available on-demand on our new webinars 
page where you can directly go and access all the Power-packed strategy webinars anytime.

This page can be accessed from the newly added “LEARN” section once you login to the 
NeoTrader application.

New Videos Added – The Neotrader Ichimoku Series by Dr CK Narayan
Our Founder – Dr CK Narayan has made a 4 part video series on Ichimoku

Ichimoku is the most powerful trading tool out there and the Inside NeoTrader you have the 
most powerful dashboard that can help you harness the power of Ichimoku. 

You can watch it here - https://blog.neotrader.in/category/webinars/

This is part of our ongoing efforts to help our user’s trade better and add value in ways that can 
help you reap more and more profits from the market. 
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The past two months of June and July has been a busy time for our development team where 
we have been focusing on coming up with cutting edge changes and new enhancements for 
the neotrader software to make the overall experience better and more profitable for our users.

This time we have focused on the intraday trades segment where we have shipped out multi-
ple changes after listening to our user feedback. 

Filtered trades for Intraday in NeoTrader Pro
We have increased the level of filtration in the curated selection of the neotrader pro version to 
ensure that users get lesser trades but at the same time we have managed to ensure that the 
accuracy of these trades remain intact. Earlier the intraday page would fire nearly 20-25 trades 
in a day we have brought that down to just 4-5 trades a day on an average using smarter filtra-
tion techniques so that trades can be more pointed and easier to execute.
At the same time, a higher number of trades is firing on the non-curated selection and users 
who prefer a higher volume of trades can always keep curation off and get a higher number of 
trades.
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Creating Low Risk Index Trades.
We have modified the stoploss of all intraday index strategies to in a way that a trader can over-
come all the risk of the trade once T1 is met and with the trade hitting T2- and T3 the profit 
increases significantly. (refer image below)

We have ensured that the difference between the entry price to the stoploss is equal to the 
distance between Entry and T1 – this way the Risk reward becomes even at the first target it is 
1.5x in the second target and almost 2-2x when it touches T3

Stop Loss revision for BREAKOUT-2 Strategy
We have statistically analyzed and reprogrammed our stop loss for one of our top intraday 
strategies i.e breakout -2. After considering all our clients’ feedback and performing thorough 
backtesting we have reduced the stoploss of the strategy while keeping the targets intact – this 
has ensured that users can now continue to derive higher profits but at the same time will have 
a much smaller loss in the event the trade hits a stop loss from the same strategy. 



Add stocks to watch list from any page!
We have launched a brand new feature inside neotrader from which you can now add stock to 
the watchlist or open stock analyzer with just one click from any page of neotrader. 

This feature will create your watchlist faster by adding whatever you see on various pages rather 
than tracking back to the watchlist page and adding manually. For all following our fabled week-
end analysis framework - this is now going to be a boon for all of you. 

You can explore this feature across most of the pages of neotrader.
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As always, we are committed to adding new features and enhancements consistently and will 
always strive to give our best to our valued users.
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Top Performing
Trades of the month
Investment Ideas – Top Trades from August

Name Entry Price Target Percentage Return
ASTERDM 185.25 214.7 15.90%
KNRCON 278.1 317.9 14.31%
KAJARIACER 1074.6 1203.29 11.98%

Positional Trades– Top Trades from August

Name Entry Price Target Percentage Return
TIINDIA 1169.85 1367.49 16.89%
OBEROIRLTY 677 787.02 16.25%
ASTERDM 185.25 214.7 15.90%
LINDEINDIA 1944 2240.83 15.27%
IEX 436 499.48 14.56%

Multiday Trades– Top Trades in August

Name Entry Price Target Percentage Return
STAR 679 576.72 15.06%
CAMS 3588 4044.89 12.73%
MAHLOG 696.8 778.12 11.67%
BALAMINES 3472 3873.82 11.57%
SPARC 281 311.23 10.76%
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Client Speak
Sharing some of the conversations our Neotrader users are having on the Premi-
um whatsapp group. 


